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The first leg determines Jan Černý's chances of 
winning the Rally Poland 

 
 
  
 
28/6/20234 
A minor incident in the first special on Friday, where he lost five minutes, has set him 
back in the general classification within the WRC3 overall. Despite everything, the 
Tenerife-based driver finished the day winning the last special stage and is now sixth, 
very close to fifth position. Tomorrow, Saturday, he will continue pushing. 

 
 
Jan Černý and Ondřej Krajča has completed the first day of the Rally Poland, a round of the 
World Rally Championship (WRC) that is celebrating its 80th edition this year. Those in Ford 
Rally3 have not had much luck in this leg, a day in which, however, they have been able to show 
their potentials. 
 
Early in the morning, those from Costa Adeje Tenerife Sur and Ángel Bello Motorsport suffered 
a minor incident in which they lost five minutes. In fact, they needed the help of the fans to return 
to the stage and, in this way, continue in the competition. The damage to the Ford Rally3 was 
barely limited to the bodywork, so they decided to start their comeback from that precise 
moment. 
 
Regaining confidence, step by step they established themselves among the best in each special 
stage, to the point of beginning to recover some of the time. Thus they reached the last special, 
a stage in which they achieved their first best time of the weekend, which has helped them place 
themselves very close to fifth position in the corresponding WRC3 classification. 
 
“It has been a difficult day”, acknowledged the Costa Adeje Tenerife Sur and Ángel Bello 
Motorsport driver. “After the incident in the first special stage we did not have enough 
confidence, but little by little we regained it and we finished with a better feeling”, said the 
Tenerife-based driver. It is clear that tomorrow they are going to “continue pushing”. 
 
This Saturday presents a complicated leg, with stages of medium length and more than 120 
kilometers against the clock that will have an important weight in the final classification of this 
80th Rally Poland. 
 
80 Rally Portugal 
2nd Leg | Saturday, June 28 
SS9 Swietajno  18,50 km 8.30 a.m. 
SS10 Goldap   19,90 km 9.45 a.m. 



 
 

 

SS11 Czarne   22,40 km 10:35 a.m. 
SS12 Mikolajki Arena  2,50 km 1.25 p.m. 
 
SS13 Swietajno  18,50 km 4.00 p.m. 
SS14 Goldap   19,90 km 5.15 p.m. 
SS15 Czarne   22,40 km 6:05 p.m. 

 
Total: 124,10 km 
 
This project in the World Rally Championship / WRC3 is possible thanks to the main support of 
Costa Adeje Tenerife Sur and Ángel Bello Motorsport, in addition to FBL Front Brake Light, 
Evrofin Digital & Technology, KD, Czech Motorsport, InterCars, Proresta and Auto Černý. 

 
For more information: 
Instagram: @jancernyracing.com  |  Facebook: Jan Černý  |  Web: www.jan-cerny.com 


